This paper proposes a novel tactile sensor using magnetic suspension that consequently working between permanent magnet and magnetic material. The objective of this research is to detect the slipping force in application to the robotic fingertips. We suggested a simple free supportive structure that consist Ni-Fe pole and permanent magnet plate. The principle of operation has been reviewed by finite element method (FEM) and ±40° of operation range is obtained. At this range, the shifting of the magnetic field core also being inspected and promising the realization of proposed idea.
Introduction
In late years, a robot with the controlling of grasp force ability is desirable in applications for humanoid robot. Thus, a tactile sensor that enables to measure slipping force is important to make dexterous grasping operations of robot hand. The conditions demanded for a tactile sensor are simple structure, small size, and posses a high sensitivity.
In this study, we propose a novel tactile sensor utilizing magnetic attraction force. We investigate the possibility of magnetic attraction force to perform as magnetic suspension for measuring the slipping force. This characteristic of permanent magnet enables the realization of a simple structure and miniaturization.
Magnetic type principle
In the static mode, attractive force is consistently working between permanent magnet and magnetic material. When the plastic ball received stimulation information from the outside, the coordinate of current affairs will shift to the opposite axis. The Fig. 1 Magnetically driven tactile sensor shifting of the sensor elements represents a magnetic field's difference between sensor 1 and permanent magnet. At this time, restorative force is generated in magnet material and tries to get back to the origin. This can be characterized by expression, .Where is the spring coefficient and θ is the rotation angle. In this study, we consider spring coefficient as suspension and restorative force as measured slipping force.
Analytical Simulation
First, the restorative force against rotation angle was studied to investigate the performance of magnetic suspension using finite element method (FEM). The coercive force of permanent magnet was set to 200kA/m. We suggested an improved analytical model that consist a full-typed pole and a soleplate at gap 0.4mm from the plastic ball ( fig.2) characteristic from this result. We assumed to place two giant magneto resistance GMR sensor as detector sensor at an interval. The differential of magnetic field is calculated in this interval by 10 degrees at range and the sensitivity is derived from the linear curve. We examined from the center point by every distance. As the result, the highest magnetic sensitivity is obtained at intervals of i.e. . Fig.2 The relation between restorative force and rotation angle 4. Experimental Based on the above simulation results, we fabricated a prototype model that consist a Fe pole and permanent magnet soleplate. A bend string attached from the edge of Fe pole to the voice coil motor (VCM). We fixed the VCM to a position and set as default. The string was strained by moving the movable stage to a distance. The movement changed the angle of tactile sensor. We measured the current value that needed till displacement return to the default and torque force was calculated from it. Fig.2 shows that a linear curve via the origin for 0 to 10 degrees of operation range is obtained and magnetic suspension is performed perfectly. From this results, we conclude that experimental result is corresponded well with the analytical result, though the order of restorative force is different. The difference size between analytical model and fabricated model is suspected as a cause. The fabricated model has relatively large surface area, thus bigger adsorption of the magnetic field towards the permanent magnet soleplate.
The magnetic field contribution was also studied by using the GMR sensor. We fixed the GMR sensor at certain position and set as default. The prototype model was placed right under it. We moved the sample using the movable micro stage by 1mm at an interval of . Finally, the voltage of GMR sensor i.e. Vout was measured against the displacement. The result indicates that the linear magnetic field altered against the displacement is obtained without saturation or hysteresis ( fig.3) . In this work, we succeeded in investigate the principle of operation both by simulation and experimental. The existence of spring coefficient indicates the performance of magnetic suspension between magnetic material and permanent magnet. Consequently, we conclude that it is possible in realization the magnetic-typed tactile sensor. 
